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IS YOUR BUSINESS AT
RISK OF BEING HACKED?
Your business might be at risk more than you realize. Small businesses are
appealing to hackers because they typically have a moderate amount of
data with minimal security. Technology has made communication easier
and more efficient, but it also increases your security risk.
During a cyber-attack, hackers can steal money, employee details, customer
data, and vendor information. Hackers can then use this stolen information
to steal from many others. Approximately half of small businesses that have
a cyber-attack go out of business within six months.
SBS Cybersecurity, LLC has created a list of five security control areas that we
would like to share with you. Addressing these five areas can help protect
your business.
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utilizes the Internet NEEDS and is EXPECTED to have in place.
If your business has not addressed these five (5) security
control areas, stop what you’re doing and figure out how to
protect your organization immediately.
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An understanding of information security and how a
well-managed program operates significantly reduces the
risk of data being lost or stolen due to a cyber-attack. In 2017,
Manta conducted a poll of 1,420 small business owners and
found that 87% felt they were at risk of experiencing a data
breach. Additionally, only a 17% noted that they had basic IT
security controls in place. Basic security controls like antivirus
and a firewall are critical to the health of the organization and
its responsibility of protecting the customer information it
possesses. Below are five (5) areas that any organization that
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1. A business-class firewall: Home routers can be
inexpensive and are great for simple tasks such as
streaming online videos. Focus on investing in something
that is made for businesses and allows you to change
default settings.
2. Anti-virus/anti-malware: You can choose either or
both; just make sure you pay for the subscription and use
its features.
3. Email filtering: 93% of all data breaches begin with a
phishing email. A single phishing email has the potential
to cause significant damage to a business and is the most
widely used attack; make sure you do everything you can
to keep junk and phishing emails out of your
environment.
4. User access controls: Not limited to just strong and
unique passwords; user access controls should be based
on the principle of least privilege. Administrator accounts
should never be used for regular duties. Reducing
privileges for users drastically reduces the risk of an
employee accidentally installing a malicious program
onto their workstation.
5. Patch management: It is paramount that systems are
patched in a timely manner as soon as new patches are
available. Be sure your third-party programs are included
in your patch plan.

HOW TO IMPROVE

DON’T BE THE LOW HANGING FRUIT
IT security is not something you put in place and never
touch or think about again. It is a continual process of
improvement to stay one step ahead of the bad guys.
Proactive security keeps businesses mindful of new
threats and how you can protect yourself vs. reactive
security where businesses are running to catch up with
threats after they have happened. Now that some basic
areas of security have been defined, businesses need to
continue to grow their security posture for the future.
Here are five (5) additional controls that businesses can
implement to improve security:
1. Vulnerability scanning: This is an excellent way for a
business to understand and measure how successful the
patch management program is or if there are additional
vulnerable programs on the network.
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2. Password managers: These are a powerful tool that can
be used to create extremely strong and unique passwords
for all employee’s accounts. One master password is used
to unlock a digital vault where passwords to websites can
be securely stored and viewed. Password vaults can stop
employees from using the same password for everything
and worrying about remembering 200 different
passwords (the number of unique websites that today’s
consumer logs into on average).
3. Ongoing security awareness training: Social
engineering attacks are the most common way a network
is compromised today. Continued education for
employees about the dangers of phishing emails and how
to identify them is critical. Additional training covering
ransomware, customer identification, and other common
social engineering attacks will dramatically reduce the
risk of a successful cyber-attack.
4. Phishing testing: Phishing assessments provide insight
into how the business will fair during a simulated
phishing attack. Testing provides employees a chance to
see how authentic phishing emails can seem and the
results can be used to further increase employee
education and awareness.
5. Back up your information: Backups can also make or
break a business. Ransomware, viruses, and hardware
failures can cause everything that a business is storing
digitally to be lost in an instant. A business should follow
the 3-2-1 strategy, meaning at least three (3) total copies
of your data are available, stored on two (2) differed
mediums (backup tape AND external hard drive, for
example), and at least one (1) copy stored offsite.
Small businesses cannot afford to lag in information
security. Every business must understand and implement
basic information security needs to prevent the most
basic and automated of attacks. Once addressed, a
proactive approach to security will keep the business and
its customer information secure and avoid being a low
hanging fruit that is easy for an attacker to reach.
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